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Abstract
This paper aims to analyze the sustainability discourse manifested by a public institution dedicated to higher
education located in the northeastern region of Brazil, the Federal University of Paraiba, during the time interval
between the years 2009 and 2020. It used Sociological Discourse Analysis as a research method. It also used the
documentation produced by the institution as a data source, in particular its Institutional Development Plans and
Management Reports, as well as the media content produced and broadcast by its television channel and
magazine. The research also used conversations held with employees linked to organizational management and
observations recorded through photographs. Some questions were the basis for the data analysis: Who is the
speaker; What is the position of the speaker; Which audiences did the speaker target; What did the speaker
silence in the discourse; How did the speaker organize the speech; The research discovered discursive positions,
narrative configurations, and semantic spaces that revealed an institution focused on its social function. It used
teaching, research, and extension activities to be active in contact with society but placed its internal challenges
in the background. It emerged that, despite understanding the importance of sustainability, internal actions to
transform the organization into a laboratory for experimentation in this sense decreased due to the prioritization
of combating recurrent socio-economic problems.
Keywords: discourse analysis, higher education, public management, sustainability, sustainable development,
sustainable universities
1. Introduction
Language has one of its manifestations in the discourse: it assumes a prominent role in expressing a network of
relations between ideology and power. The discourse displays the concept of the linguistics of meaning, one that
goes beyond the words by entering the modality of the underlying persuasive exchange, an integral part of the
word in context. Discourse is the object of appreciation of some research methods like the Discourse Analysis:
this qualitative methodology seeks to unveil how what is said is produced, going beyond just seeking to
understand or interpret, but seeking to highlight historical and ideological aspects (Barros, 2015).
Although it is a banality to hear about sustainability, scholars like Ferrer, Moreira, and Jesus (2019) warn of the
lack of understanding of the general public about the scope of the expression. Some researchers tend to link the
term to the environmental issue, forgetting its sphere in several other dimensions. Social actors develop their
interpretation of sustainability and use it in their speeches to legitimize their actions as correct. Among the actors
subject to investigation regarding their sustainability discourse, universities stand out as they face the challenge
of reconciling the production of knowledge and the development of learning models more committed to the
planet (Arroyo, 2017).
The research that culminated in this paper investigated the sustainability discourse expressed by a public
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organization, a federal institution of higher education located in the northeastern region of Brazil, the Federal
University of Paraiba (UFPB). The reference to manifest refers to the act of revealing ideas or thoughts. In this
sense, the manifestation of discourse happens over time, changing and reflecting the political, social, and
ideological contexts that shaped it.
UFPB started its activities in 1955. In 2020, it presented a structure divided into four campuses, the main one
being in Paraiba’s largest city, João Pessoa. The campuses encompass sixteen centers, 128 undergraduate courses,
110 graduate courses, in addition to various research and extension activities (UFPB, 2019c). Other
investigations revealed the administrative complexity of organizations of this size (Aligleri, Aligleri &
Kruglianskas, 2009; Pantaleao, 2017), which face daily challenges related to the most diverse factors such as
infrastructure, maintenance, waste disposal, urban mobility.
This research used the Sociological Discourse Analysis methodology to analyze the following question: how is
the sustainability discourse manifested in a federal higher education institution? The study had as sources of
investigation the last two Institutional Development Plans (IDPs) presented by UFPB, which were in force from
2009 to 2013 and 2014 to 2018 (UFPB, 2010, 2014), as well as the current one in the period of the research,
whose validity extended from the years 2019 to 2023 (UFPB, 2019a). This way, the research interval goes from
2009 to 2020.
In addition to the IDPs, we searched the Management Reports for the demarcated period (UFPB, 2019b); the
communication produced by the institution, aimed at the internal public and society; photographs obtained
during on-site observations; informal conversations with employees, in particular with those who deal directly
with the research topic. We sought to understand if what was said formally and informally was put into practice
or not. We also wanted to understand whether ideological, social, political, historical, or economic factors
influenced both the manifested discourse and its materialization in the form of actions.
This paper has four sections in addition to this introduction. Section 2 presents the theoretical basis of the
investigation. Section 3 points out the methodological procedures used in the study. Section 4 identifies the
results of this work, obtained with the Sociological Discourse Analysis of the corpus: we interpose these results
to detect congruences and divergences between the discourse and the practice of sustainability at the Federal
University of Paraiba, as well as contexts and ideologies that acted in their formulations. In Section 5, we
provide an overview of the research: we expose its weaknesses and make recommendations to researchers.
2. Theoretical Frameworks
This Section presents the theoretical artifact gathered as a support for carrying out the analysis of the
sustainability discourse manifested by the university. Orlandi (2015) argues that the corpus assembled requires
the mobilization of concepts relevant to the proposed research question. These concepts form the basis for the
researcher to deconstruct and analyze the discourses, exposing what is not clear in what is said.
2.1 Sustainability: Concepts, Debates, Dimensions
The 20th century was a scene of deep mutations in the relationship between humans and nature, marked by
discussions about the economic growth model in force, based on the intensive use of natural resources and
patterns of accelerated consumption in industrialized nations as a result of technological development
(Nascimento, 2012). In the 1980s, the United Nations formed the World Commission on Environment and
Development, which published the report Our Common Future, whose mission was to propose a global agenda
for changes in various aspects of the economy, society, and the environment. The document sought to link the
concepts of technology, economics, society, and politics, suggesting an ethical stance based on the precept of
responsibility between generations and the systemic view of environmental issues focusing on the historical
origins of socioeconomic and ecological problems. Nascimento (2012) observes that the report had as strengths
and weaknesses, at the same time, its vague formula that left open both the definition of current and future needs.
In the 1990s, Elkington appropriated terms specific to organizational practices when launching his definition of
sustainability (Laurell, Karlsonn, Lindgren, Andersson & Svensson, 2019). He observed this concept as a
principle that ensures that the actions taken in the present do not limit the range of economic, social, and
environmental options available in the future. The author used a measurable model, known as the Triple Bottom
Line (TBL), based on three guiding pillars of business actions: economic, social, and environmental. Elkington
made it clear that there is an interdependence between the supports, which constantly flow due to political, social,
economic, or natural pressures. In this context, real sustainability happens when there are coexistence and
cooperation between the three of them.
Hammer and Pivo (2016) indicate some points to promote theory and practice in organizations, public or private:
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training and certification as a way to develop skills both in leaders as well as others involved in the institutions’
daily lives, thus encouraging their systemic use; evaluation of the impacts of the Triple Bottom Line approach on
the organization’s results, both ex-ante, through the analysis of risks and scenarios, and ex-post, using reports
and metrics; encouraging research that relates the systematic use of TBL to organizational results.
In 2000 the Millennium Summit took place, under the sponsorship of the United Nations. The member countries
signed the so-called Millennium Declaration: this document defined the fight against hunger as the central global
challenge, recognizing the existing inequality between industrialized, developing nations and economies in
transition (Roma, 2019). The Declaration originated, in 2001, the Millennium Development Goals: these should
be achieved by the signatory countries by the year 2015 and covered actions to combat poverty, health policies,
sanitation, education, housing, promotion of gender equality, sustainable development. Carvalho and Barcellos
(2015) note that the goals had the intention to act as a stimulus to help from rich countries to the poor and to a
higher commitment by both groups to increase human development rates. However, they note an excessive focus
on goals that did not take regional inequalities into account and paid little attention to differences between social
groups.
In 2015, the UN Sustainable Development Summit launched a new agenda, known as the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Carvalho and Barcellos (2015) interpret them as more ambitious than the
Millennium Development Goals as sixteen are themed and structured in the dimensions of the Triple Bottom
Line. Furthermore, one addresses the need to create partnerships for the implementation of others, ranging from
governments to civil society and multinational organizations. According to the authors, the process of
elaborating the SDGs was more democratic because it allowed space for discussion and social participation,
although the result was too long.
Carvalho (2019) identifies two visions for sustainability and sustainable development definitions. One
understands that sustainable development is the way to obtain sustainability, the long-term objective. The other
understand sustainability as the balance of the Triple Bottom Line and sustainable development as the goal,
whereas sustainability is the process to achieve it. This research followed the path that sees sustainability as an
objective and sustainable development as an intermediary to complete the first. This way, sustainability is
understood as a broader concept, which does not place economic growth as a cornerstone of debates.
2.2 Universities and Their Links with Sustainability
In 2002, the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed the period between 2005 and 2014 as the
International Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (IDESD). They emphasized the challenge of
encouraging changes in attitude and behavior in populations, “since man’s intellectual, moral and cultural
capacities impose responsibilities on other living beings and nature as a whole” (UNESCO, 2017). Reflecting on
the IDESD context, Bastos (2016) points out public policy initiatives aimed at environmental education
implemented in Brazil since the 1980s, namely: inclusion of it as a right of all and duty of the State in the
Federal Constitution; creation of environmental education centers by the Brazilian Institute of the Environment
and Renewable Natural Resources and the Brazilian Ministry of Education in 1992; institution of the National
Environmental Education Program in 1994; approval of the National Environmental Education Policy in 1999.
In the 2000s, the Federal Universities Restructuring and Expansion Plans (REUNI), created and expanded by
Brazilian governments linked to left-wing ideologies, represented an opportunity for public universities to meet
the needs and ideas propagated by the declarations and events that occurred over the years. Paula (2018)
analyzes that public universities have prioritized, in their plans, university expansion linked to the size as a way
of giving access to higher education to historically marginalized social groups. In a favorable budgetary scenario,
federal universities grew, leaving environmental aspects in the background. The social duty was the focus of
concerns: from the Triple Bottom Line, plans linked to REUNI turned their lenses to the social field.
Aleixo, Leal, and Azeiteiro (2018) recognize that universities play an extensive role in promoting sustainability.
Stakeholders expect that these organizations act focusing on sustainability. It may happen by overcoming
challenges such as ambiguity and complexity surrounding the notion of sustainability, a factor that has
contributed to prioritizing, in REUNI’s plans, the social focus. Other challenges are the lack of funds and
financing directed specifically at implementing sustainable behavior; resistance by stakeholders to accept
changes in behavior and practices; the lack of commitment, interest, and involvement of managers; the lack of
training and specialization in sustainability.
Adams (2013) understands that some factors are decisive to implant a culture concentrate on sustainability in
universities: proactive leadership; clear and consistent communication; the inclusion of sustainability in the
organizational strategy; multidisciplinary in courses and research; student and employee engagement; and other
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initiatives that can develop sustainable practices. Arroyo (2017) summarizes four areas that should be considered
by managers when formatting a university committed to sustainability: curriculum, with the integration of topics
related to sustainability in courses’ pedagogical plans, and the creation of elective courses focused on the theme;
research, with the inclusion of sustainability in ongoing projects, with support for interdisciplinarity;
dissemination, with community involvement and the promotion of public debates on the topic; and operations,
with the implementation of green practices such as recycling, energy consumption, water reuse, transportation
sharing.
In 2018, the Federal University of Paraiba approved its environmental policy based on sustainable development;
ecological balance; broad community participation; responsibility; internalization of natural issues in all
activities (administrative, teaching, research, or extension); adequate and rational management of used resources;
governance, control, and risk management (UFPB, 2018). In this document, the University demonstrated some
commitment to actions to avoid pollution, conserve and restore the environment. UFPB’s Environmental
Management Commission developed this policy, which has as one of its objectives “to articulate, guide,
prioritize, regulate, monitor, register and evaluate institutional management and environmental education
programs” (UFPB, 2018). The Federal University of Paraiba history shows signs that may help the reveal of
silences in the sustainability discourses expressed by the institution.
3. Research Methodology
This research is a qualitative work for having an exploratory character, inductive focus, and priority to the social
aspects that contributed to the shape of the reality that we seek to understand. It is a case study since it suggests
an in-depth examination of a subject through its speeches and the immersion in its daily life. Data exploration
took place through Sociological Discourse Analysis, an examination method of Spanish tradition (Alonso, 1998;
Conde, 2009; Ibanez, 1985; Orti, 1986).
The Sociological Discourse Analysis enables to capture the unsaid amid speeches, to reveal the ideologies that
shape them, and it is up to the researcher to select the relevant contexts for his investigation. In this sense, we
researched documents produced by UFPB: in particular, the last two Institutional Development Plans, which
were in force between 2009 and 2018 (UFPB, 2010, 2014), as well as the Plan in vogue at the time of the
research (UFPB, 2019a), and the Management Reports corresponding to this period until the year 2019, the last
one published while the study took place (UFPB, 2019a).
Other sources were the material produced and disseminated via a television channel and editions of UFPB.BR
Magazines, quarterly printed booklets that serve to propagate actions carried out by the organization. Immersion
in the organization’s daily life to witness practices focused on sustainability that happen or not; informal
conversations with employees, some of them linked to work-related to sustainability issues, others not. Table 1
shows the sources chosen as well as the reasons for their choices.
Table 1. Justifications for defining the corpus
DATA SOURCE
Institutional Development Plans
(IDPs)
Management Reports (MRs)

TV UFPB
UFPB Magazine
On-site observations on campuses

Informal conversations with
employees

PERCEPTION OF RELEVANCE TO THE CORPUS
The IDP is the guiding instrument for the institution’s management practices, articulating the other
institutional projects in the sense of building a democratic management model that supports the
consolidation of its goals
The MR is an integral part of the rendering of accounts to the Federal Government, legally guided by
rules: it contains data guidelines on the operation, planning, resources, works, not to mention
fundamental areas such as teaching, research, and extension
TV UFPB intends to meet the aspirations of society for public television, to offer an informative,
educational, cultural, artistic, scientific, and citizenship-forming program
The editions seek to expose the importance of the environment for Paraiba’s society, and consequently
for the country, through the diverse actions of the institution
Here, it is no longer a matter of separating, trichotomizing text-speech-image. It must be considered
that the visual way of life refers to a particular form of construction and expression of meaning, a
form that we no longer have to go back (Godoi & Uchoa, 2019)
They intend to obtain information of a pragmatic type in the search for how the discursive subjects act
and reconstruct the system of social representations and individual practices regarding the
sustainability discourse (Coelho, 2012)

Source: elaborated by the authors, 2021.
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For Sociological Discourse Analysis, the corpus, even in different formats, must be seen as a single entity
(Coelho, Coelho & Godoi, .2013). When collecting and analyzing separate entities, the analyst must focus on the
totality of the material to understand if there are continuities or ruptures between different discourses or between
discourse and practice (Godoi & Uchoa, 2019). Table 2 presents the specific objectives of the research, the data
sources selected concerning each goal, and the expected results with the analysis of each one.
Table 2. Sources for data collection and expected results
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE
Identify the organization’s formal discourse
regarding the sustainability within the defined
period
Identify the organization’s informal discourse by
observing sustainable practices performed and
the statements of its employees
Contrast congruences and divergences between
discourse and sustainability practice at UFPB

DATA SOURCES
IDPs; management reports; media
content produced by UFPB
Observations on campuses; informal
conversations with employees
Analysis and crossing of the data
obtained in the previous steps in the
light of Sociological Discourse Analysis

EXPECTED RESULTS
Verification of what is said formally by the
university about its relationship with
sustainability
Presentation of internal practices related to
sustainability and aimed at achieving the
objectives of its environmental policy
Identification of contexts and ideologies that
guided the organizational discourse and whether
the practice corresponds to the discourses

Source: elaborated by the authors, 2021.

Once the Federal University of Paraiba formalized its environmental policy in 2018, we used it as a benchmark
for the analysis. Even having the policy as a model for the investigations, because of its formal character, in
certain moments, it was necessary to extrapolate it. We exposed links between the discourse and the Triple
Bottom Line. We also detailed some connections with global plans like the Sustainable Development Goals.
3.1 Data Analysis Procedures
Sociological Discourse Analysis is applicable in investigations based on interviews, triangular groups, and
corpus analysis based on writing, news, or even photographs (Coelho, 2012). The methodological and technical
aspects of the inquiry are the foundation of the investigation and determine the construction of the discourse
system (Alonso, Rodriguez & Rojo, 2016).
The procedural steps are flexible and mix during the work in a continuous coming and going between the
theoretical artifact and the collected data, but serve as a guide to practice, preventing the researcher from getting
lost in the corpus or confusing creativity with methodological anarchy (Alonso et al., 2016). Thus, we divided
the data analysis processes into three stages: initial works, interpretation, and analysis. All the stages have taken
place concurrently with the others at certain times, according to the need.
In the initial works, we separated the corpus into two groups. The first dealt with the formal manifestations of the
discourse, composed of material produced in an official character by the researched institution—documentation
and media material published by the press that is part of the organizational structure. The second investigated the
informal manifestations of the discourse—here, the content obtained more spontaneously was grouped, through
the employees’ speeches collected in conversations and images obtained from non-participant observations
carried out in the physical space of the university. From this division onwards, we made general readings and
notes in texts and images according to each type of source, respecting their chronological order. This separation
of the discursive sources occurred to promote the perception of context’s influences in the discourses and its
relevance in different media (Coelho, 2012).
As the first procedures for the data interpretation, hypotheses were made, called pre-analytical conjectures
(Godoi, Coelho & Serrano, 2014). It was the moment when the first intuitions appeared. They attempted to
formalize the more general apprehension of texts and images. They could or could not be correct by the end of
the research according to their coherence and consistency with the analyzed material.
We identified the discursive styles within each source from an analysis “of the most expressive, idiosyncratic,
singular, enunciative forms, of expressive turns, narrative styles and types of approach / discursive construction
of a social phenomenon” (Coelho, 2012, p. 201). This identification pointed to ideologies that shaped the
statements, purposeful silences that camouflaged meanings for what was said, providing subsidies for the
analysis procedures.
Interpretation works progressed globally through the corpus, happening in a partially simultaneous way to the
previous stages. This grade sought to contrast the two types of manifestations studied—formal and informal—to
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reveal approximations and distances between discourse and perceived reality. In addition, we deepened the
capture of the destination of the manifested speech and the actions or policies interpreted by the institution as
priorities.
The discursive positions attempted to apprehend the subjects’ perspectives on the theme. They reveal who spoke
and the speech position. They also identify the polarization or not of dominant spots, social representation, and
the generalization of discourse (Coelho et al., 2013): individual or group positions began to emerge clear, with
the social place of everyone.
The narrative configurations tried to answer the questions: What are the subjects addressed in the speeches?
What ideologies shaped the discourse? We capture dimensions, axes, or vectors that point to a common direction
for the corpus, tensions, conflicts, and differences in positions and opinions expressed by the subjects. The
objective of this stage was to identify the leading axis of the message indicated by the discourse.
The analysis of semantic spaces involved simple elements, such as the principal verbal and symbolic expressions
that configured the field of meanings of each area and the discursive axes that linked one or another semantic
attraction (Coelho, 2012). Here, we found responses to the demands: How is the speech organized? What is not
said but perceived in the discourses? We analyzed the use of language, the connection or dissociation of speech
in different ways of approaching the research object.
3.2 Pre-Analytical Conjectures
The first readings carried out, when this research started, made it possible to awaken to the investigation that
Conde (2009) calls sociological imagination, an action that admits to thinking conjectures capable of
demarcating the lines of work and that is changing as new ideas go arising from the data analysis. For Coelho
(2012), the hypotheses are anticipations guided by the possibilities of answers to the questions proposed in the
research, derived from the researcher’s theory, observations, or experience, and are also called pre-analytical
conjectures. The researcher seeks to find ways to weave together a set of elements that, at first, might be
different in origin or content.
The central conjecture assumes that the Federal University of Paraiba’s concern and involvement with
sustainability has gradually increased over the years. This theory guided the perception we had about discursive
sources and supported a continuous dialogue between the imagined and the observed reality. We considered this
for the interpretation of the discourse found in the selected sources. It follows the inference that the institution’s
sustainability discourse has evolved as more attention and more interventions have taken place. The more recent
the period, the more prominent UFPB’s level of influence on issues related to sustainability, and therefore the
lower the negative impact generated on the nature of its surroundings and social issues.
The research corpus, in particular Institutional Development Plans and Management Reports, when analyzed by
the Sociological Discourse Analysis, must demonstrate greater attention to the subject year after year, thus
validating the conjecture raised here. We presume that, while the discourse evolved, the same occurred with
interventions practiced for socio-environmental sustainability. In this sense, the university seeks to reduce its
aggression towards nature and the negative impact of its actions, keeping its discourse and practices aligned.
4. Results’ Introduction, Analysis, and Discussion
After data collection, there was a confrontation between the formal and informal manifestations of the UFPB
sustainability discourse to contrast congruences and divergences between expression and practice. Therefore, we
attempted to understand, from the perspective of Sociological Discourse Analysis, the discursive positions,
narrative configurations, and semantic spaces that delimit points and manifestations of the sustainability
discourse of the federal institution of higher education studied here.
4.1 Discursive Positions
The discursive positions are associated with a kind of general orientation to scrutiny different forms of
manifestation of the sustainability discourse. The investigation of the distinct materials collected, formal and
informal, allowed to establish comparisons that exposed approximations and distances between points of view
and rhetoric. These comparisons were possible when asking the material what kind of logic appears in the UFPB
discourse through each source. The questioning led to a graph (Figure 1) where we positioned the organization’s
relationship with the sustainability discourse over time.
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Figgure 1. Relatioonship betweenn discourse andd sustainabilityy over time
Source: elaboorated by the authhors, 2021.

The graphh corroborates the conjecturee of higher atteention paid to the discussionn of sustainabillity over time, thus
expressingg the image off a university that has expeerienced a matturation relatedd to the themee. We see it in
n the
rhetoric off the managem
ment, as well ass in their mediia disseminatioon. It deservess attention, how
wever, the fact that
this maturration is not reflected
r
broaddly throughoutt the institutioon. Accordingg to the data ccollected, there are
nuclei thatt experience suustainability inn teaching, research, extenssion, or througgh responsibiliity for the prac
ctical
applicationn of the themee in university management. Figure 2 show
ws the discursiive positioningg over time of each
of the sourrces researchedd.
The study of Institutionaal Developmennt Plans led to the impression that the attenntion paid to ssustainability isssues
gradually iincreased. In the
t first Plan aanalyzed, sociaal responsibilitty was the onlyy dimension coontemplated, while
w
the last one addressed several them
mes related to sustainabilityy. Consideringg the four areeas relevant to
o the
formation of a sustainabble university defended by A
Arroyo (2017)), the Institutioonal Developm
ment Plans foc
cused
their attenttion on the fielld of operationns, with timid m
mention of currriculum, reseaarch, and disseemination.
Likewise, the examinattion of elevenn Managementt Reports—puublished betweeen 2009 andd 2019—led to
o the
impressionn that the university was, oveer time, graduaally giving greeater attention to issues relateed to sustainab
bility.
In the firstt reports, nothiing was said abbout it, while, in 2019, theree was an attem
mpt to cover alll the Triple Bo
ottom
Line. Notaably, the discoourse favored operations annd research, kkeeping on a secondary possition contact with
society andd curricular chhanges to integgrate sustainability in course programs.
The univerrsity’s media outlets
o
provedd to be a proliffic means of ddisseminating iideologies dearr to managers. The
campaignss published onn TV UFPB ffit within univversity environnmental policy. However, tthe speech did
d not
express syystemic actionns aimed at cchanging habiits in the com
mmunity but referred to neeeds generated by
momentaryy contingenciees. We noticedd this more cllearly when loooking at articcles that dealt with campaigns to
reduce papper use and savve electricity: bboth spoke of budget restricttions and brouught little reflecction on their reach
r
or the implementation off changes that collaborate for higher long-tterm financial savings.
PB.BR Magazzine reports reeferred to issuues also addreessed by TV U
UFPB, such aas disseminatio
on of
Some UFP
actions aim
med at accessibbility. The atteention given too these issues rreveals an insttitution’s needd to present itse
elf as
inclusive aand plural. Thhe political disscourse analyzzed in the Insstitutional Devvelopment Planns or Management
Reports w
was repeated inn the editionss of the magaazine and on TV. In principple, the univeersity expande
ed its
activities w
with the openiing of campusees and coursess. After 2016, efforts focused on maintenaance and the se
earch
for containnment alternatives that avooid cuts in acttivities with cconsequent lossses to the poopulation. Diffferent
managemeents used the same discouurse, which evvaluated the uuniversity as the structural organ for social
s
assistance and scientificc developmentt. This observvation identifiees an ideologiically homogeeneous UFPB even
with disaggreements typiccal of an envirronment that foosters pluralityy of opinions.
When we look to the fieelds that form
m a sustainablee university, acccording to Arrroyo (2017), the analysis of TV
UFPB andd the magazine reveals a sittuation of imbbalance. The ddisclosure wass the most expplored aspect, even
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though interdisciplinarityy does not seem
m to be a priorrity. Operationns represent thee third force siince it was posssible
to observee sustainable practices,
p
evenn if isolated. T
The speech ignnored the debaate to integratee sustainability
y into
the curricuula of the varioous courses tauught at the univversity.

Figuree 2. Positions oof the sustainabbility discourse
Source: elaboorated by the auth
hors, 2021.

From the ppositioning maap presented inn Figure 2, we made some innferences abouut the evolutionn of the themess that
permeate tthe Federal Unniversity of Paaraiba’s sustainnability discourrse over time. It is possible tto notice, in Figure
3, that thee institution haas moved from
m a fundamenttally social unnderstanding too the gradual assimilation of
o the
relevance that environm
mental issues m
may have, whilee at the same ttime seeking tto improve thee means of uniffying
both factorrs in teaching, research, and extension.

Figgure 3. Trend of the evolutioon of the UFPB
B sustainabilityy discourse
Source: elaboorated by the auth
hors, 2021.
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The evoluttion of the perrceived focus demonstrates tthat the univerrsity has opened its horizons to understand the
scope of sustainability and
a its importaance for fosterring social andd economic devvelopment. Thhe organization
n has
softened itts discourse buut did not abanndon the idea oof spread know
wledge and acccelerate the reggional econom
my. At
first, theree was a lateent desire to assume a soocioeconomic role reservedd for governm
ments and prrivate
organizatioons. Graduallyy, the speech eased to pressent a companny that seeks to assist thesse entities thrrough
knowledgee, the formatioon of qualifiedd individuals, aand projects ccapable of developing econoomically viable
e and
socio-enviironmentally clean and renew
wable technoloogies.
Informal sspeeches expoose a contrast between this gradual greatter institutionaal understandinng and its intternal
applicationn. For these discursive
d
souurces, UFPB ddirected the foocus abroad—
—it is evident from the spee
eches
expressed that they feeel the need ffor an organissm with autonnomy and resources capabble of establisshing
parameterss, norms, and goals
g
that drive a necessary ttransformationn in the organizzational culturre.
From the cconversations, it was possiblle to conclude that higher poositions in the internal hierarrchy tend to in
nduce
a politicallly correct disccursive positioon, with a tenddency to justifyy acts understoood as adversee. Jobs that are not
related to sustainabilityy and in a low
wer hierarchical seat seem to give emplooyees more frreedom to critticize
managemeent. Figure 4 iddentifies the diiscursive posittions of each of the participatting workers.

Figgure 4. Employyees’ discursivve positions
Source: elaboorated by the authhors, 2021.

Commonlyy, the workers consider tthat internal communicatioon about susttainability is insufficient. It is
particularly noticeable inn C4 and C5—
—both did not kknow about thhe existence off the Environm
mental Management
Commissioon and UFPB
B’s environmeental policy. C
C2 stated thatt “there have already been some attemp
pts at
intersectorral work with the
t Environmeental Managem
ment Commisssion, but I havee not seen … tthis interaction
n…I
believe thaat there is no scope in this coommunication as the university needs, undderstand?”.
Employeess in lower hierarchical posittions were unaaware of the ddecisions takenn at higher levvels, which im
mpairs
the effectiiveness of thesse decisions. F
For C5, “theree is a lack of communicatioon… I think thhat this sectorr (the
EMC) shoould have an oppen dialogue w
with employeees, who are … the heart of thhe university…
… and that we could
c
propagate,, understand?”.
Different sectors do not communicaate, do not eexchange infoormation, and do not plann joint actionss for
sustainabillity. “The firstt thing to do iss to have betteer and greater communicatioon between all sectors and ag
gents
that make up UFPB: maanagers, teacheers, students, aand administraative techniciaans need to actt in concert so
o that
we have a more sustainaable university””, said C3.
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We considered some words in thee definition of institutionnal conduct, aaccording to the discourse of
workers: ggoodwill, isolated, propagattion, prototypees, pilot-projeect. The argum
ments, in genneral, impelled
d the
understandding that the innstitution seekks to improve its sustainabillity indexes, ddespite the lackk of systemic work
aimed at thhe valorizationn of the themee by the acadeemic communiity to make it an integral paart of everyday
y life.
Bureaucraatic difficultiess, often resultiing from ignoorance and a llack of long-teerm vision, arre points that slow
down deciision-making on
o issues that ccould potentiallly help the orgganization in tthe face of envvironmental, so
ocial,
and financcial challenges.
The imagees captured durring the observvations seem too support the oopinions expreessed in the conversations as they
testify to sseveral momennts when the oorganization leeft the care forr sustainabilityy in the backgrround. Deficiencies
in waste ccollection, use of rainwater, water waste, ddesign of builddings or their renovations, iincorrect collection
and dispoosal of uselesss material arre factors thaat point to a fragile instittutional capaccity to enforce its
environmeental policy, inn contrast to thee discourse proopagated by itss official mediia.
4.2 Narrattive Configuraations and Sem
mantic Spaces
The narrattive configuraations represennt, to Coelho (2012), a wayy to bring lateent content to the surface at
a the
manifest level of texts and
a images, w
which providess a progressivve chain of theemes that connfigure the bassis of
A
The official discouurse traverse frrom the axis thhat understandds, on the one hand,
h
Sociologiccal Discourse Analysis.
the virgin (untouched) nature
n
and, onn the other, thhe nature transsformed by a sustainable ecconomy. There
e is a
propagatioon wave that reepresents the innstitution’s soccial interests. T
They remainedd intertwined iin the sustainab
bility
discourse m
manifested by different discuursive sources over the yearss, as shown in Figure 5.

Fiigure 5. Narrattive configurattion of formal discourse mannifestations
Source: elaboorated by the authhors, 2021.
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Considerinng the Triple Bottom
B
Line, we observed tthat gradually the natural diimension gains space and bllends
with the soocial aspect, which
w
previouslly dictated insttitutional pathss. Progressivelly, both start too share synergiies to
better conttribute to sustaainable socio-eeconomic deveelopment. The prioritization of society rem
mains present, to
t the
detriment of an internal look that couuld design wayys to change thhe organizationnal culture andd insert sustain
nable
habits thatt modernize management,
m
w
with consequennt financial annd image gains as advocatedd by North (1992),
Paula, Walltrick, and Peddroso (2017), F
Ferrer et al. (20019) and otherr researchers.
Sustainablle Developmennt Objective nnumber four, aimed at a quuality educatioon, is a constant throughou
ut the
discourse analyzed—as this is the primary reason for the UFPB
B existence, sttakeholders exxpect that time
e and
efforts are devoted to itss improvementt. What seems incomprehenssible is that thee organizationn did not give space
s
to the expoosure of methoods and policiies that lead too the inclusionn of sustainabillity in the currriculum of cou
urses.
The univerrsity lost muchh learning by nnot promoting a global topic like this.
Considerinng interrelationships betweeen the Sustainnable Developpment Goals aand the Triplee Bottom Line
e, we
understandd that the univversity prioritiizes the sociaal dimension. IIt is apparent in the discouurse how much
h the
mission off generating benefits
b
to socciety is decisivve in the orgaanizational cuulture. We founnd, throughou
ut the
analysis, thhat the instituttion attemptedd to remain acttive amid periiods of financiial difficulties and at times when
w
governmennt policy highhly valued pubblic education. In both mom
ments, UFPB ppaid attention tto the needs of
o the
labor markket and the conncerns of sociaal minorities, w
with an organization that trieed to act withinn its means to keep
itself updaated and socio--economically relevant. In thhis scenario, booth education ffor sustainabiliity and incentiive to
sustainablee acting happeened without reeaching the priiority level in ppedagogical annd managemennt policies.
The exam of the inform
mal discourses leads to the unnderstanding tthat they tend to separate intto two antagon
nistic
blocks. Att one extreme, they relate too politically coorrect ideas thaat the universiity is proactivee in its relation
nship
with sustaainability. Nevvertheless, thee university onnly reacts to the gradual inncrease of soocial and acad
demic
importancee concerning sustainability,
s
w
with few relevvant attitudes ddeveloped interrnally to changge reality perce
eived
through diiscursive sourcces. Figure 6 illlustrates this ddichotomy.

Figgure 6. Narrativve configuration of informall discourse maanifestations
Source: elaboorated by the authhors, 2021.

ower.
Employeess who occupyy higher positioons prefer the politically coorrect discourse within the hhierarchy of po
However, there is an unnderstanding tthat the organization directss attention to policies for vvulnerable stud
dents,
research annd extension projects
p
in regiions recognizeed as pockets oof socioeconom
mic vulnerabiliity, or even ma
aking
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contact w
with public and
a
private oorganizations to expand ttheir knowleddge about soocio-environm
mental
inferior groupp realizes that tthere is a weakkness in the innternal management
responsibility. Only the hierarchically
h
of sustainaability.
Figure 7 shows the semantic spaces oof the manifestted discourse, defined from the discursivee sources, given the
relevant arreas for the forrmatting of a ssustainable uniiversity, accordding to Arroyoo (2017). Thesee spaces are re
elated
to the set of lexical unnits with an unnderlying struuctural organizzation. All thee four areas thhat contribute to a
sustainablee university em
merge in the ggraphic: they innteract, enhancce, or challengge the progresss of the others. The
positive seemantic spacess stand out in ggray.

Figuree 7. Semantic spaces
s
of discuursive sources concerning thee relevant areaas for a sustainnable university
y,
accordingg to Arroyo (20017)
Source: elaboorated by the authhors, 2021.

The sustaiinability discoourse expresseed by the Fedderal Universitty of Paraiba emphasizes itts social role. The
organizatioon intends to rescue
r
historically excluded populations thhrough studentt aid policies aand actions tha
at can
contribute to socio-econnomic advanceement in regionns lacking nattural resourcess and public seervices, such as
a the
case of thee northeasternn semi-arid. Isoolated university centers preesent projects aimed at society and experiience
difficultiess related to thhe internal appplication of sustainable actioons. The lack of an entity w
with autonomy
y and
breadth too manage beehavior, prom
moting internaal dialogue aand interdiscipplinarity, harm
ms not only this
implementtation but conttributes to the excess of burreaucracy and the inadequate or wrong tarrgeting of fina
ancial
resources.
ng to
The decisiive factors forr the implantaation of a cullture focused on sustainabillity in universsities, accordin
Adams (20013), resulted in Table 3, whhich expressess UFPB’s posittion concerninng each factor and suggestions of
alternativee attitudes that could contribuute to an improovement in thee indicated situuation.
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Table 3. UFPB positions about sustainability and alternatives for improvement
FACTOR
Proactive Leadership

SPEECH VERSUS REALITY
Reactive leadership or with little
autonomy

Clear and consistent
communication

Deficiencies in transmission of
information

Inclusion of sustainability
in organizational strategy
Multidisciplinary in
courses and research

Secondary role of sustainability in
strategy
Isolated actions, deficient
communication between sectors

Engagement of students
and employees

Low engagement, ignorance of
existent actions

Other initiatives that can
develop sustainable
practices

Bureaucracy and financial
difficulties

IMPROVEMENT ALTERNATIVES
More autonomy for sectors that work with sustainability and mandatory
participation in strategic and operational decision-making; search for
certifications; establishment of goals for reducing the consumption of
resources
Investment in internal communication and the demand for greater
transparency in communication between managers and subordinates;
promoting a healthy environment
Preparation of checklists on sustainability, mandatory for decision making;
evaluation of different sources of financial resources
Joint work between sectors with the definition of goals related to
sustainability; agreements between university, government, and private
initiative for the development of collective research and extension works
Clear and transparent communication, the definition of goals and awards for
courses and administrative bodies; scholarships in the area of sustainability;
use of the university’s physical space as a testing area for conducting
research
Implementation of a body with autonomy and resources for the coordination
and implementation of actions, projects, and research related to
sustainability; negotiation with water and energy companies to implement
policies for generation, reuse, and reduction in consumption

Source: elaborated by the authors, 2021.

Any discourse manifestation carries interests and cannot be considered naive (Coelho, 2012). In this sense, a
public organization, funded and maintained with government resources, tends to carry its discourses with the
responsibility of giving back to society the money invested there. It may happen with quality education and
actions that could accelerate socio-economic development. The Federal University of Paraiba respects laws
related to sustainable habits. It also demonstrates interest in being an avant-garde organization in its relationship
with socio-environmental responsibility and the spread of knowledge and technologies that contribute to
sustainable development. However, the presence of contradictions in the manifested speech reveals a delay in
applying the existing environmental policy and difficulties in the management of communication focused on the
theme. Its recognition as a sustainable university acquires a myth bias in the academic community,
demonstrating the need for adequate, transparent, and well-publicized actions that can, over time, change this
view.
5. Final Remarks
This research started with concerns that asked about the management focused on sustainability in federal
institutions of higher education and how these entities would manifest their discourse related to the theme. As a
procedure for the study of data collected during the investigation, we used Sociological Discourse Analysis, a
qualitative research method based on practices derived from sociology, to understand discursive manifestations.
Based on the results presented, it is evident that the discourse of sustainability expressed by the Federal
University of Paraiba prioritizes the social field in what concerns research, extension projects, and joint policies
with public and private companies. These priorities could help regions that experience environmental problems
(the northeastern semi-arid, riverside areas that suffer from pollution, or areas that need to preserve biomes and
animal species) and socioeconomic difficulties arising from a history of exclusion and few opportunities for
professional development. The institution seeks to spread knowledge about sustainable plans such as the
Sustainable Development Goals by promoting events aimed at public managers, despite the lack of robust
planning linked to their implementation in the structure itself.
We based this study on some questions. They clarified the capture of speeches and silences while allowed the
observation of the reality constructed by the organization:
a.

Who speaks? The Federal University of Paraiba, an organization responsible for the discourse
elaboration. It prioritizes one of the dimensions of sustainability expressed in the Triple Bottom Line,
the social, which is beyond the understanding of researchers such as Arroyo (2017) and Adams (2013),
for whom systemic and holistic thinking must prevail in sustainable universities.

b.

What is the position of the speaker? A public, non-profit organization with planning to reduce social
inequalities and promote social welfare and economic development with its services: teaching, research,
and extension. The largest and oldest university in its state, the university aims to be a propagator of
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knowledge and an accelerator of regional development, prioritizing socioeconomic sustainability.
c.

What are the subjects addressed in the speeches? Organizational planning to achieve its objectives,
linked to quality education and involvement with society to reduce social inequalities and encourage
regional economic development. It is evident in the speech that the university aims to be the developer
center for technologies and policies that preserve regional culture and ecosystems, which contradicts the
low implementation of sustainable actions at home.

d.

What is not said but perceived in the speeches? The easing of regional socioeconomic inequalities and
the inclusion, in the economic process, of historically excluded layers of society. The links between
economy and new technologies, professions, and working methods to raise environmental, social,
political, and economic issues around long-term sustainable development. The continuity and expansion
of the works developed suffer setbacks due to contexts of financial difficulties, which expresses the
institution’s lack of clarity regarding benefits in this sense that could result from sustainable practices.

e.

How is the discourse organized? The speech seeks to manifest the understanding of the organization’s
socio-environmental responsibility and its role as a sponsor of transparency and dialogue between
different organizations. Over the years, the eminently social discourse has given space to environmental
aspects, remaining politically correct and with lenses turned to the outside world. The silence about
presumed benefits from sustainable actions carried out at the domestic level gives low attention to the
relevance of sustainable universities, a theme studied by several entities at the international level.

One limitation of this study is the evidence that we captured the analyzed images from our perspective, actively
inserted on the observed reality. This circumstance makes it challenging to keep the distance expected when
carrying out a study of this size. The option for stock images can give future researchers a broader view of the
object of study since their perspective - which carries their ideologies - would not influence the abstractions.
Despite considering this a limitation, the personal capture of images, even if it brings the researcher’s own bias,
does not invalidate the research or the interpretation of the facts since the university is a space open to visitation,
allowing ample research possibilities to interested parties.
The temporary lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 made it impossible to make in-depth
observations on all the UFPB’s campuses. We prioritized campus I, the largest of them, located in Paraiba’s
capital. This fact may have compromised to some degree the perception of actions taken or omissions by the
university administration. For the same reason, we conducted conversations with employees electronically. This
eliminated part of the spontaneity of responses on certain occasions - we believe that communication conducted
in person can stimulate a feeling of intimacy between the interlocutors, with a consequent more detailed and
in-depth reply. However, the material collected proved to be adequate for the analysis.
We suggest to future researchers who wish to work with the discourse of sustainability in organizations,
particularly in universities, to work with discussion groups and surveys in addition to the search for the
realization of conversations in person, avoiding, as far as possible, the use of electronic means for this.
We recommend continuing the analysis of the Institutional Development Plans and Management Reports, as
these documents present in a striking way the history of the period to be studied. In the same way, the media
productions of the organization itself are material rich in signs of the ideologies that determine the institutional
direction. We suggest a resumption of the Federal University of Paraiba’s discourse analysis itself so that
comparisons can be made with the findings of this research, thus obtaining a broader view on the evolution of
the sustainability discourse manifested by this institution over time.
We hope that this study will serve as a stimulus for reflection on the role of organizations in promoting
sustainable development. We understand that university management that is more aware of the relevance of
sustainable thinking can contribute decisively to the process of free experimentation, reflection, and promotion
of ethical, critical education and committed to living in community, with the conservation of natural resources
and with social justice.
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